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Abstract 
The problem of finding a two-connected planar spanning subgraph of maximum weight in 
a complete edge-weighted graph is important in automatic graph drawing. We investigate the 
problem from a polyhedral point of view. 
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1. Introduction 
We assume familiarity with basic notions of graph theory (see, for instance, [I]) 
and with elementary notions of polyhedral combinatorics (see, for instance, [6]). Our 
graphs will be undirected and simple (no loops and no multiple edges). As usual, K,, 
denotes the complete graph with n vertices; K,,, denotes the complete bipartite graph 
with n + wz vertices and n x m edges. Let G be a graph; G is connected if for every 
pair of distinct vertices there exists a path in G joining them; G is tnlo-connected if for 
every vertex u of G, the graph G - c is connected; G is planar if it can be embedded 
in the plane. A subgraph H of G is spanning if the vertex sets of H and G are the 
same. Subdivision of an edge UC of G consists of removing edge UC, and adding a new 
vertex XJ and the two edges uw and ow; w is called subdit:ision vertex. If G and H 
are two graphs, we say that G contains a subdivision of H, if H arises by subdivision 
of the edges of some subgraph of G. As usual, 6(u) denotes the set of all edges that 
are incident in the vertex U. Let H = ( W, F) be a subgraph of a graph G = ( V. E) and 
let .Y be a 0- 1 vector in RE such that X, = 1 if e E F and x, = 0 if e E E ~ F. We shall 
call such a vector x, the incidence t:ector of H. Finally, we define 
n(F)= Exe. 
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In automatic graph drawing a variety of algorithms that produce aesthetically pleasing 
planar drawings of planar graphs have been developed. Some of the more popular 
algorithms used in computer software systems for automatic graph drawing require 
additional properties of the input graph, like two-connectivity or three-connectivity or 
that the maximum node degree is restricted to, say, four. For a typical example, assume 
that an algorithm requires planarity and two-connectivity, but the graph to be drawn 
lacks one or both of these properties. In such a situation, good practical results have 
been obtained by making “small” changes to the graph (deleting and adding edges), 
applying the algorithm, and finally “repairing” the drawing. This approach works well 
in practice when the number of changes made to the graph is reasonably small. A set 
of changes of minimum cardinality can be obtained by solving the following problem: 
find in a complete graph with suitable weights on its edges a two-connected planar 
spanning subgraph of minimum total weight. This problem is NP-hard and it was 
introduced in [5]. In this paper we shall study this problem from a polyhedral point 
of view. 
For this purpose, let n be an integer greater than or equal to four. Let S(K,) denote 
the set of the incidence vectors of all spanning subgraphs of K,, that are both planar 
and two-connected and let P(K,) denote the convex hull of S(K,,); P(K,,) is known as 
the two-connected planar subgruph polytope. In [5], a first version of a branch and cut 
algorithm based on the partial knowledge of the facet-defining structure of P(K,,), found 
in [4, 5, 71, was designed and tested. The partial knowledge of P(K,) comes from the 
investigations of two other related polytopes, namely the convex hull Ql(Kn) of the 
incidence vectors of all subgraphs of K,, that are planar [4], and the convex hull Q2(Kn) 
of the incidence vectors of all spanning subgraphs of K, that are two-connected [7]. 
Indeed, P(K,,) C: Ql(Kn) n Qz(K,), and so every inequality valid for Qi(K,) (i = 1,2) is 
also valid for P(K,,). In [5] it was shown that every facet-defining inequality of Ql(K,) 
is also facet-defining for P(K,) and that some facet-defining inequalities of Q2(Kn) are 
also facet-defining for P(K,,). It is not known whether every facet-defining inequality 
for Q2(Kn) is also facet-defining for P(K,). 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the structure of P(K,) that does not arise 
from the structures of Ql(K,) and Qz(K,). Clearly, not every facet-defining inequality 
for P(K,) is necessarily facet-defining for Ql(Kn) or for Q2(Kn). In fact, we shall show 
that there exist facet-defining inequalities for P(K,) that are valid for neither Ql(Kn) 
nor for Qz(K,). 
2. Facets arising from subdivisions of KS and K3.3 
The two graphs KS and K3,3 play a central role in planarity: Kuratowski [3] showed 
that a graph is planar if and only if it contains no subdivisions of KS or K3.3. 
Subdivisions of KS and of K3,3 will play a central role also in this paper. 
Consider the complete graph KS with vertices 1,2,3,4,5. Subdivide each edge ij of 
K5 (l<i<j<5) Nij times, with Nijal; let ij’, ij2,..., ijN1l denote the corresponding 
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Fig. 1. A subdiwsion of Ks 
subdivision vertices. Denote by G = (V,E) the resulting graph. Note that for every 
1 bi<j<5, the graph G contains the edges (i, [j’):([j’, ij2), ,(ij”l~-‘,ij!v~~), and 
(ij*‘lj,j), and it does not contain the edge (i,j). We shall refer to each of the five 
vertices 1,2,3,4,5 of G as a rvhite vertex and to each of all others (vertex [j” ) as 
a bluck vertex. Let N denote the total number of black vertices of G. Note that, by 
assumption, N 3 10. Fig. 1 shows a graph G with 20 black vertices. 
For every 1 d i <j < 5, let KC;. ,) denote the complete graph with vertex set {i, ii’, , 
ii”:!, j}, and let G’ = ( V, Ei ) be the graph obtained from G by adding every edge of 
each I((i.i). Write n = N +5 and let K,, denote the complete graph with vertex set Y. Let 
F denote the set of all edges of K, that are not edges of Cc. The following theorem 
shows that the inequality x(F)3 1 defines a facet of P(K,,). Note that such an inequality 
is not valid for Ql(Kn) (because for every edge e of G, the graph G -e is planar and 
its incidence vector y is such that y(F)=O), and is not valid for Qz(K,,) (because the 
graph G is two-connected and its incidence vector !: is such that y(F) = 0). 
Theorem 1. For every complete graph K,,, bcith n 3 15, the inequulity x(F) 3 1 Q’ine~ 
II ,fimt of P(K,,). 
Proof. To prove the validity, let y be the arbitrary point in S(K,,) and let H be the 
subgraph of K,, corresponding to 4’. We only need to show that y(F)> 1. For this 
purpose, assume that y(F) < 1, and so y(F) = 0. But then, every edge of H must be 
an edge of the graph G+, which is impossible: G’ is not planar and no spanning planar 
subgraph of G+ is two-connected. Since y was an arbitrary point in S(K,,), it follows 
that the inequality is valid over P(K,,). 
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Fig. 2. The graph H. 
Now, let CE (0, l}(i) such that c, = 0 for every edge e of G+ and c, = 1 for 
every other edge; in other words, c, = 1 if and only if e E F, and so the inequal- 
ity x(F)>1 reads ~~~31. Let x1,x2,... ,x’ be all points in S(K,) such that crxi = 1, 
for all i= l,..., t; and let C be a vector such that Ex’ = Zxi for all choices of i and 
j. Set T = {x’,x’, . . ,xf}. Clearly, to show that cTx>, 1 defines a facet of P(K,) we 
only need show that Z is a multiple of c. 
For this purpose, first we shall show that C, = 0 for every edge e of Gt Let e be an 
arbitrary such an edge. Without loss of generality, we can assume that e is an edge of 
the complete graph K(Q). Let u and u denote the vertices 34’vJd and 12’, respectively. 
Consider the subgraph H of K, obtained from G by deleting edge (u, 4) and by adding 
edge (u, u) (see Fig. 2); and let y denote its incidence vector. Clearly, y E T. 
Now, if e 6 E (i.e., e is an edge of K(Q) and is not an edge of G), then we let H’ 
denote the subgraph of K, obtained from H by adding the edge e. Since the incidence 
vector y’ of H’ belongs also to T, by assumption, 5 y = Z y’, and so Ze = 0, and we 
are done. Hence, assume that e E E. If one endpoint of e is a white vertex then, without 
loss of generality, we can assume that e = (1, u) (in case e = (2, 12Nl’ ) it is sufficient to 
set v = 12N12). In this case, we let H2 denote the subgraph of K,, obtained from H by 
deleting edge e. Since the incidence vector y2 of H2 belongs also to T, by assumption, 
zy = cy2, and so C, = 0, and again we are done. Otherwise, both endpoints of the edge 
e in E are black, and so e= (12k, 12k+‘), with 1 <k <iV12 - 1. Let H’ denote the 
subgraph of K, obtained from H by deleting edge (u, 2;) and adding edge (u, 12k), and 
let y’ denote its incidence vector. (Note that, if k = 1 then y’ = y, and so H and H’ are, 
in fact, the same graph.) Clearly, y’ E 7’. Now, let H3 be the subgraph of K, obtained 
from H’ by deleting edge e and by adding edge f = ( 12kf’, 1). Since the incidence 
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Fig. 3. The graph HL 
vector y3 of H3 belongs also to T, by assumption, S y’ = C y3, and so Ze = Z, . But 
Zf = 0 (since f is an edge of Kc,,21 and is not an edge of G), and so C, = 0, and again 
we are done. Hence, we have shown that C, = 0 for every edge e of Gf. 
Now to finish the proof, we only need show that Ze has the same value for 
every e E F. For this purpose, let u = IJ ..’ be an arbitrary black vertex of K,,; with- 
out loss of generality, we can assume that u = 12k, with 1 d k 6 12N11. We propose to 
show that i;, = Cf for every pair of arbitrary edges e, f in F n 6(u). Note that as soon 
as this is accomplished, we are done, since every edge in F has a black endpoint and 
since u was chosen arbitrary among all the black vertices. 
Consider the graph HL in Fig. 3 and the graph HR in Fig. 4, where all black vertices 
12’, with i= 1,2,. ._, 12N12 are present. 
Let L denote the subset of V of all vertices that do not belong to the complete graphs 
K(1,2), K(2,3), K(2,4), and Kc2,s); and let R denote the subset of V of all vertices that 
do not belong to the complete graphs K~,,~),K~I,~),K~,,~), and K~I,J,. Write e=(U,C) 
and f = (u, w); clearly, both 2; and u’ are in L U R. If both vertices 2: and w are in L 
(or in R), consider the graphs H4 and HS obtained from HL (or HR) by adding edges 
e and f, respectively; let y4 and y5 denote the corresponding incidence vectors. Since 
both y4 and y5 are in T, by assumption, ?y4 = CY’, and so & = Cf. But then, since 
RnL # 0, and since Z9 =0 for every g 4 F, it follows that Fe = C, for every choice 
of e and f in F n d(u). The theorem follows. 0 
A different class of facet-defining inequalities for the polytope P(K,,) can be obtained 
in a similar way from the complete bipartite graph K3,3. Let 1,2,3,4,5,6 denote the 
vertices of K3,3 and let Q denote its edge-set, i.e. Q = { 14,15,16,24,25,26,34,35,36}. 
Subdivide each edge ij of Ks,s, Nij times, with Nii 2 1; and let ij’, ij2,. . . , ij Nt/ denote 
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Fig. 4. The graph HR. 
Fig. 5. A subdivision of K3.3. 
the corresponding subdivision vertices. Denote by G = (V, E) the resulting graph. Note 
that G contains all the edges (i, ij’), (ij’, ij2), . . . , (ijNr/-‘, ijNfi), and (ij”li, j), and it 
does not contain the edge (i, j), for every ij E Q. Fig. 5 shows a graph G having 16 
subdivision vertices. Note that, by assumption, the total number of subdivision vertices 
is at least nine. Set A4 = { 12,13,23,45,46,56}, and let G+ = (V,E’) be the graph 
obtained from G by adding all edges in M and by adding every edge of each Kci,j), 
for all ij E Q, where K(i,j) denote the complete graph with vertex set {i, ij’, . . . , ijNcf,j}. 
Let K,, denote the complete graph with vertex set V, and let F’ denote the set of all 
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edges of K, that are not edges of Gf. The following theorem shows that the inequality 
x(F’)> 1 defines a facet of P(K,). Note that, also this inequality is not valid for 
@(K,) (because for every edge e of G, the graph G - e is planar and its incidence 
vector y is such that y(F’) = 0), and is not valid for &(K,,) (because the graph G is 
two-connected and its incidence vector .I’ is such that j(F’) = 0). 
Theorem 2. For eaery complete gruph K,, with n 3 15. thr inquality x(F') > I clt$rw.s 
a ,firc’et qf P(K,,). 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1. The only difference is that we 
have to show that Fe = 0 also for every edge e E M, and this is easy. 0 
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